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The black gown has inspired designers the world over to create a few of their finest work. This
retrospective features specially commissioned photos of the featured dresses, revealing their
magnificent craftsmanship, exquisite detail, and great fabrics.
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Large coffee table book I intend to start this publication tonight. Five Stars Very nice
publication.. I really like sewing, design and fashion. Beautiful pictures A SPECTACULAR
SPECTACLE!! On my first visit to London, I happened in to the Victoria and Albert Museum and
saw my first costume exhibition: CECIL BEATON'S ANTHOLOGY OF Style. This book doesn't
provide you with the answer, but everybody knows, that red is modern black so in retrospect
PPUPPY couture is red. This book will change yours. Anyone who loves style will appreciate this
reserve. This book is almost as wonderful as viewing these dresses in person.. A "MUST HAVE" for
STYLE BUFFS!nearly! A chic addition, a chic edition No "well heeled" coffee table should be
without this little number. . This is a keeper in my own library. This publication is filled with stories
and good photos. Gorgeoous photos of the black dress spanning the 1900's, lovingly
compiled.. The photography is excellent and the written text is informative along with
entertaining. . History in Black Nice and informative publication goes into the depths of dark
fashion.also makes an elegant gift. After scanning this book I have questioned myself - is dark a
brief history? It changed my entire life.
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